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This pa per describes the developmen t of a basic terrain avoidance 
algorithm which is proposed f or use with the terrain following algorithm 
in the Low Al titude Navigation and Targeting Infrared System for Night 
(LA TIRN) . The algorithms are modeled in a digital s imulation in which 
a n a ircraft i s flown over a single-obs tac l e t hree dimensional terrain. 
Vertical acce l eration and roll angle commands a re gener ated in the 
simulation by the algorithms using t er r ain da ta collected from t he 
modeled terra in following radar antenna s can . The response of the 
air craf t t o t hese commands is de t ermi ned , and t he resulting trajectories 
over the t erra in are displayed . 
The deve lopment of the criteria for determining when a lateral 
maneuve r i s feas ible is described , as wel l a s the means of defining the 
l a t era l fli ght path to be flown fo r te r r a in avoidance. The process of 
deriv ing the equations for computing the rol l angle commands to fly the 
aircraf t to t he lateral trajector y is also given . The terrain avoidance 
c r iteria and roll angle commands are optimized f or the single-obstacle 
t errain . Recommendations are given f or f ur t her development of the 
cr iteria a nd roll commands when s tudying the problem for a multi-
obst cle t errcin . 
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INTRODUCTION 
Of primary importance to a fighter pilot is his/her ability to 
remain undetected as he carries out his mission. Two methods of 
achieving this goal are terrain following and terrain avoidance. 
Terrain following (TF) systems which allow a pilot to fly close to the 
earth, following the contours of the terrain, have been designed and 
implemented on aircraft. Terrain avoidance (TA) systems have been 
proposed to enable a pilot to fly around the higher elevations 
encountered during flight rather than flying over them and risking 
exposure . 
One TF system which has been implemented and which is currently in 
the process of being thoroughly flight tested was designed by Texas 
Instruments (TI) for the Martin Marietta Orlando Aerospace (MMOA) 
LANTIRN (Low Altitude Ji.avigation and I_argeting Infrared System for 
Night) navigation pod. Prior to implementation of this system in the 
pod, extensive checkout of the TF performance was done through digital 
simulations by both TI and MMOA. Now that the system has been proven, 
not simply by simulation but also by actual flight, the question of 
whether a TA capability could be added to this TF system may be pursued. 
Therefore, the primary objective of this paper is to propose and 
simulate a TA method which works with the LANTIRN TF system to provide 
both TF and TA capabilities. The secondary objective is to review TA 
methods which have been proposed in conjunction with other programs. 
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A description of the TF system is given first since the TA method 
is dependent on it and much of the TA discussion will refer to processes 
used in TF. The modification of the MMOA TF digital simulation to 
change it to a TF/TA simulation is also described, along with the 
checkout and verification of the final version of the simulation. The 
TA section discusses the steps taken to produce a basic, one-peak 
avoidance capability and contains recommendations for further investi-
gations which are beyond the scope of this project. The final section 
outlines TA methods which have recently been published. 
DESCRIPTION OF TERRAIN FOLLOWING SYSTEM 
The two main elements of the LANTIRN TF system are the TF radar and 
the TF algori thm . Detailed characteristics of the radar are not given, 
as the main concerns here are the positioning of the radar while it is 
scanning and the use of radar returns in the algorithm. A brief 
description i s given of the TF algorithm equations and resulting outputs 
which drive the TF capability. 
Several terms which are commonly used in reference to the LANTIRN 
terrain following algorithm and which will be used throughout this paper 
are defined below. 
Set clearance - The desired height above terrain at which 
an aircraft is to be flown, usually ranging from 200 to 1000 feet. 
Gamma command - Flight path angle command, determined by the 
TF algor i thm from TF radar data and the aircraft velocity. The 
flight path angle, gamma, is shown in Figure 1. 
G command - Incremental vertical acceleration command deter-
mined by the TF algorithm as a function of the gamma command. 
Terrain data pairs - (R,Z) data pairs determined from radar 
scan bar data. R is the ground range from the aircraft to the 
terrain detected by the radar; Z is the height of the terrain 
relative to the aircraft. 
Critical terrain point - The terrain data pair from which 
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The following discussions of the TF radar scan bar sequence and of 
the TF algorithm are based on descriptions of the same in Ref. [l]. 
Terrain Following Radar Scan Bar Sequence 
The TF radar performs a step-scan sequence by first scanning upward 
in elevation 30 degrees while at an azimuth position of zero degrees, 
then stepping over in azimuth approximately 3.9 degrees and scanning 
downward in elevation 30 degrees as shown in Figure 2. The step-scan 
s equence, also shown in Figure 2, is repeated for a total of three steps 
to the right, back to the center, then three steps to the left and back 
to the center. 
The radar scan at each azimuth step provides range and angle data 
from the elevation scan of the terrain which is detected at that 
azimuth . Each range and angle pair collected during an elevation scan 
is converted into an R value which is the ground range from the aircraft 
to the terrain and a Z value which is the difference between the 
aircraft altitude and the height of the terrain. Up to 405 (R, Z) pairs 
may be stored for each scan bar; of these, 45 pairs are stored for 
coar se scan computations by selecting the pair with the shortest range 
fr om every nine points of terrain data. The full set of 405 pairs is 
kep t for fine scan computations performed after the coarse scan 
computations. Both sets of computations are described below. 
Terrain Following Algorithm 
In the TF algorithm, gamma commands are computed to put the 
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depending on the predicted position of the aircraft as it flies toward 
an obstacle. Thus, the gamma command computed by the TF algorithm is a 
function of one of the (R, Z) data pairs as well as of the desired set 
clearance and the aircraft altitude, velocity, flight path angle, and 
vertical acceleration. 
Gamma commands are computed for each of the 45 coarse scan data 
pairs; the data pair corresponding to the most positive of these com-
mands is t ermed the preliminary critical terrain point. The next step 
is the fine scan computations; a gamma command is computed for each of 
the nine terrain data pairs preceding and succeeding the preliminary 
critical terrain point in the 405 point array. These commands are 
compared to the preliminary critical terrain point command, and the most 
positive gamma command is retained along with its corresponding data 
pair which then becomes the critical terrain point. Ag command is then 
computed as a function of the error between the gamma command and the 
current flight path angle of the aircraft and is stored along with the 
critical terrain point, its gamma command, and the azimuth position of 
the scan bar. This process is done for each scan bar. When selecting 
the g command to be displayed to the pilot, the azimuth positions of the 
scan bars are evaluated to see which are pertinent to the current flight 
path of the aircraft. The most positive of the g commands for those 
scan bars is selected and recomputed, using the critical terrain point 
and current a ircraft data. A block diagram showing the relationship 
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In addition to the computed TF g command, a radar altimeter g 
command is also computed. This command overrides the TF g commands only 
when the radar has not picked up terrain returns in certain range gates 
which are selected to ensure that the TF g command is being computed 
from valid terrain data. When terrain is present in these range gates, 
the a ltime ter command is set to a full dive in order to inhibit its use. 
Description of TF Simulation 
A two dimensional TF simulation of a portion of the TF system 
described above was developed at MMOA as previously mentioned. The 
simulation, hereafter referred to as TFSIM, models the center scan of 
the radar, stores up to 405 data pairs from the center radar scan, 
per fo r ms the coarse and fine scan computations, computes a radar 
alt imeter command, and outputs g commands to a subroutine which models 
the response of the aircraft. The terrain used by TFSIM is modeled by a 
series of e l eva tion points which are separated by a constant range. The 
out put of TFSIM consists of plots of the aircraft trajectory over the 
terrain, of the g commands and the g response over the length of the 
simula tion r un. Statistics on the g commands, gamma commands, peak 
clearances , and minimum clearance over the terrain are also output. 
Pl ots from a typical TF run over CAL6201 (a terrain dataset commonly 





















Figure 4. Plots from TFSIM. 
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TERRAIN AVOIDANCE 
Terrain avoi dance is a very desirable capability to have on an 
aircraft which must be flown in unfriendly territory. While TF allows a 
pilot to remain c lose to the ground, there is still a possibility of 
exposure when flying over peaks. Terrain avoidance used in conjunction 
with TF could minimize t he degree of exposure by dictating a flight path 
over lower terrain whenever feasible. 
Designing a working TF system is extremely complex and must take 
into consideration the reponse of the aircraft and its climb/dive 
capability, as well as the type of terrain (flat, hilly, mountainous), 
the des i r ed set clearance and the aircraft velocity. While the pilot 
can roll the aircraf t (within certain limits) during TF, the commands 
output by the algorithm will continue to direct the pilot over any 
obstacles appearing in the fl ight path. In designing a TA system, all 
of the TF paramet ers must still be considered along with similar 
parameters fo r tur ning flight commands. These include the aircraft 
response to a r ol l command, the horizontal components of velocity, and 
especially the terrain which may or may not allow safe TA. 
The f ollowing sections describe the approach taken in designing a 
very bas i c TA algorithm to be used in conjunction with the LANTIRN TF 
algorithm . The f irst section outlines the modifications made to the 
existing TF simulation to give it a three-dimensional capability. This 
was needed s o tha t the simulation could be used to determine the 
11 
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effectiveness of the methods proposed for TA. The second section 
describes the evolution of the proposed TA criteria and commands. 
The Terrain Following/Terrain Avoidance Simulation 
Modification of Terrain Following Simulation 
Modifying TFSIM in order to include TA necessitated modeling the 
complete TF algorithm as described above and incorporating a capability 
to handle thr ee-dimensional terrain. While the equations for the gamma, 
g, a nd altimeter commands remained the same, all of the elements of 
TFSIM surrounding these computations were either modified or rewritten 
ent i rely, with new subroutines added as needed. Also, the TFSIM 
aircraft response model, which was for longitudinal response only, was 
completely replaced by a routine written in ACSL (Advanced Continuous 
Simulation b_anguage). This new model includes both longitudinal and 
lateral responses to g commands and roll commands. The following 
paragraphs describe the elements of the new simulation (referred to as 
TFTA) in de t ai l and the methods used to verify the simulation. 
TFTA Subroutines 
Main Routine ACTST3 
The main routine, ACTST3, is written in ACSL and is responsible for 
initializing all aircraft parameters, determining and recording the 
res ponse of the aircraft, and controlling the timing of the simulation 
run. Four sections of ACTST3 can be identified. The first section, 
which is run once at the beginning of a simulation run, receives inputs 
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from the user for set clearance and Mach Number and proceeds to 
initialize all aircraft parameters, aerodynamic coefficients, and gains 
used in the transfer functions. In addition, Subroutine TFl is called 
to i.nitialize and read in data needed for the TF and TA algorithms. 
The second section of ACTST3 performs integrations for aircraft 
velocity, attitude, and position, and solves transfer functions with 
inputs of g command and roll command to output elevator, aileron, and 
rudder pedal deflections resulting from the longitudinal and lateral 
flight control systems. The aircraft used in this study is a fixed-
wing aircraft; a block diagram showing a portion of the lateral flight 
control system and the corresponding ACSL code is shown in Figure 5. 
The third section of ACTST3 contains the aircraft dynamics and 
computes angular rates, transforms components of velocity, and computes 
the vertical acceleration, flight path angle and roll angle for use in 
the TF and TA algorithms. These values are transmitted to Subroutine 
TF2, along with the aircraft position and attitude and the elapsed time 
from the start of the simulation run. TF2 returns the g and roll 
commands needed for the next cycle by ACTST3 which runs at a 25 Hz rate. 
The block diagram in Figure 6 illustrates the functions being performed 
in ACTST3 which pertain to the aircraft dynamics. 
The final section of ACTST3 is activated when the user-input time 
limit is exceeded. At this time, ACTST3 calls Subroutine TF3 to write 
the output files and then terminates the run. 
listing of ACTST3. 
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Subroutine TFl and all of the other subroutines are written in 
FORTRAN . TFl 
the constants 
is called during the initialization phase to set up all 
needed for the TF and TA algorithms and to initialize 
variables used in collecting statistics and in storing values for output 
plots. TF coefficients are input, and various arrays used to store 
scanning data and the computed commands and related information are 
initialized. Subroutine TERRAIN is called to read in the terrain 
dataset, and Subroutine RCELL is called to establish the location of the 
aircraft relative to the terrain. Subroutine LOSRNG is called to scan 
the center bar, and the terrain data stored for this bar is copied into 
the arrays for the other bars so that the program can run without 
underflow errors until enough time has elapsed to have scanned each bar. 
After all of the initializations have taken place, control is returned 
to ACTST3. 
Subroutine TF2 
Subroutine TF2 is actually a part of TFl and starts at the "ENTRY 
TF2" statement. Use of the ENTRY statement allows TF2 to use all of the 
data set up by TFl and to access the data in TF~'s COMMON blocks. TF2 
may be thought of as the "main" routine for the TF/TA portion of the 
simulation. It calls Subroutine RCELL to update the aircraft position 
in terms of terrain range cells, computes the radar altitude of the 
aircraft, and stores data for output plots at intervals of 500 feet in 
ground range. Every 0.6 sec, TF2 computes the gains and range gate 
values, all of which are functions of horizontal velocity and input TF 
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coefficients and which are used in the gamma, g, and altimeter command 
equations. 
There are several timing loops associated with the TF system; these 
are controlled in TF2. The slowest loop is performed every 300 msec. 
In this loop, TF2 determines which scan bar is next in the step-scan 
sequence and calls subroutines L0SRNG and GAMSET to update the scan bar 
data and to compute the gamma and g commands. The next timing loop runs 
every 80 msec; in this period, the critical terrain point and its 
associated commands are updated for the appropriate scan bar. The order 
in which the bars are updated is the same order of the step-scan 
sequence. The next step in TF2 is to determine which scan bars fall in 
the azimuth corridor about the flight path and to select the scan bar 
with the largest g command; this step is performed every cycle, or every 
40 rnsec. The associ ted critical terrain point is updated and 
Subroutine GAMSET is called to compute a new g command with current 
aircraft data. The radar altimeter g command is computed, as well as a 
dive limit g command, and the most positive of the three g commands is 
selected for f iltering. The TA criteria check and roll command compu-
: ations are a l so performed every 40 msec, and the ciltered g command and 
the roll command are output to the aircraft model in ACTST3. 
Subroutine TF3 
Subroutine TF3 is also implemented in TFl with an ENTRY statement 
in order co access the arrays of data stored throughout the run by TF2. 
The purpose of this subroutine is to write all of those arrays to output 
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files in a format compatible with the plot programs used in this study. 
Appendix B contains a listing of TFl, TF2, and TF3. 
Subroutine TERRAIN 
Subroutine TERRAIN reads the input terrain dataset and associated 
parameters into a two dimensional array (TERR). The terrain is set up 
as a series of range cells which may be either square or rectangular. 
The number of X coordinate points and of Y coordinate points are input, 
along with two resolution values which represent the distance between 
each X coordinate point and the distance between each Y coordinate 
point. Thus, if there are 20 X coordinate points and 30 Y coordinate 
points, and the X resolution is 500 feet and the Y resolution is 600 
feet, the terrain covers an area of 10,000 feet by 18,000 feet. Each 
range cell in this example would cover 500 feet by 600 feet. The X axis 
is considered to run north-south, and the Y axis to run east-west. 
Since the aircraft can fly only in a positive X direction, the X index 
on the terrain array begins at one. The aircraft can, however, fly in 
either a positive or negative Y direction, so the indices for Y are 
plus/minus some integer (depending on the size of the terrain area). 
The values stored in the terrain array are the elevations corre-
sponding to the X and Y indices. In the example above, the value stored 
in TERR(5,-10) is the elevation at the coordinate point (2500,-600). 
Subroutine RCELL 
Subroutine RCELL uses the aircraft position input by TF2 to 
determine over which range cell the aircraft is currently flying and 
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sets the indices for the TERR array accordingly. RCELL also computes 
the X and Y distances the aircraft has flown into the range cell from 
the edges of the cell and then determines the height of the terrain 
directly under the aircraft using double interpolation. The geometry 
used in these calculations is pictured in Figure 7. 
Subroutine LOSRNG 
Subroutine LOSRNG is probably the most important subroutine of the 
simulation in terms of producing correct, reliable data. LOSRNG models 
the radar elevation scan of 30 degrees at the appropriate scan bar 
azimuth angle, detecting terrain and storing up to 405 (R,Z) terrain 
data pairs used in the fine scan computations described earlier. The 
geometry used in LOSRNG is somewhat simmilar to that used in RCELL, 
except that RCELL locates the aircraft position and computes the height 
of the terrain directly below the aircraft while LOSRNG locates terrain 
points which are at varying azimuth and elevation angles and are ahead 
of the aircraft. Figure 8 shows the geometry as viewed from the side 
(vertical plane) and from above looking down (horizontal plane). LOSRNG 
also determines which terrain points to store for the coarse scan 
computations and stores terrain data used in Subroutine ROLLC for the TA 
roll command. Listings of subroutines TERRAIN, RCELL, and LOSRNG are 
given in Appendix C. 
Subroutine ROLLC 
Subrouti ne ROLLC is called every 40 msec by TF2 to perform the TA 
criteria check, to determine the appropriate lateral trajectory, and to 
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compute the roll commands needed to fly the trajectory. R0LLC also 
determines when the hangeover from one steering point to the next is 
made. 
Subroutine GAMSET 
Subroutine GAMSET is called every 40 msec from TF2 to set up the 
appropriate gamma command calculations. Whenever a scan bar has been 
updated in L0SRNG, GAMSET is called to set up the coarse and fine scan 
computations for that bar. It is also called in the 80 msec loop to set 
up the coarse scan computations for the scan bar selected for updating. 
After the g command has been selected in TF2 in the 40 msec cycle, 
GAMSET is called to set up the associated critical terrain point so that 
its gamma and g commands can be updated with the most current aircraft 
data. GAMSET calls subroutines GAMP0S and CMDG to compute the gamma and 
g commands respectively for each coarse scan, fine scan, and update 
points. These commands and the corresponding terrain data pair are 
stored in an array referenced to the appropriate scan bar. 
contains listings of subroutines R0LLC and GAMSET. 
Subroutine GAMP0S 
Appendix D 
Subroutine GAMP0S computes a gamma command as a function of the 
terrain data pair, the set clearance, aircraft velocity, and the 
coefficients computed in TF2. The gamma command is limited to the 
maximum allowable command and output to GAMSET. 
23 
Subroutine CMDG 
Subroutine CMDG is implemented in GAMPOS with an ENTRY statement in 
order to share its COMMON statements. It computes the g command as a 
function of the actual and commanded gamma angle and returns that value 
to GAMPOS. Appendix E contains listings of subroutines GAMPOS and CMDG. 
TITA Verification 
The first modification made to TFSIM was the changeover from the 
FORTRAN implementation of the longitudinal flight control system to an 
ACSL implementation. Plots shown in figures 9 and 10 of the g response 
to 0.5 and 1.0 step g commands for two velocities indicated that the new 
TITA with its ACSL version of the aircraft was valid. 
The next step was to include the lateral flight control system in 
the ACSL routine. This time the checkout was done for both g and roll 
responses. The plots in figures 11 through 13 show the roll, yaw, pitch 
and g responses to various commands. Figure 11 is for a g command of 
0.5 g's and a roll command of 20 degrees, Figure 12 is for a g command 
of -0.2 g's and a roll command of -10 degrees, and Figure 13 is for a g 
command or 0.75 g's and a roll command of 40 degrees. 
Before beginning modifications to other subroutines for the three 
dimensional aspect, TITA was run with the CAL6201 terrain with roll 
commands zeroed out to ensure that the TF capability of TFSIM had not 
been violated. The trajectory, g command, and g response plots are 
shown in Figure 14. A comparison of the statistics for this run with 
those of the TFSIM run shown in Figure 4 revealed that both the mean set 
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Figure 11. Response to 0.5 G Command and 20 Degree Roll Command. 
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Figure 12. Response to -0.2 G Command and -10 Degree Roll Command. 
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Figure 14 . TF Plots from TFTA . 
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height above the terrain) and the minimum set clearance error were 
within two per cent of those values from the TFSIM run. 
Validating the changes and additions needed for TF and TA in three 
dimensions was a matter of outputting large amounts of data and doing 
many desktop calculations to verify the data. Test cases were run to 
check out the determination of the aircraft position in RCELL, the 
positioning of the radar scan and subsequent collection of terrain data 
in LOSRNG, the timing loops for the additional scan bars, and the 
selection of a g command from a scan bar in the appropriate corridor. 
After numerous iterations and corrections, each test case was judged to 
have run successfully. 
The TF results of two test cases are shown in figures 15 and 16. In 
Figure 15, a -0.75 degree roll angle was commanded; in Figure 16, the 
rol l command was 1.0 degree. 
Terrain Avoidance Criteria and Commands 
After ensuring that the simulation performed as expected and was a 
val i d tool which could be used for testing methods of TA, two major 
tasks remained: to determine how to command the aircraft around an 
obstacle and to decide when such a maneuver was both desirabl e and 
allowable. Since the two tasks are very much interdependent, the 
preliminary approach was to determine some set of criteria which would 
definitely indicate the need for TA and to then make use of available 
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Figure 16 . Yerrain Following with 1 Degree Roll Command. 
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Since the TF scan and algorithm processes were already providing 
data in the form of terrain data pairs and g commands for each scan bar, 
it was a logical choice to base the criteria for performing TA on data 
from the scan bar corresponding to the current flight path and the scan 
bar(s) to either side of that scan bar. 
The first approach involved the current selected g command (GSEL), 
the previous g command (GSELPR), and the g command (GSELl) of the scan 
bar to the side of the current scan bar. It was theorized that an 
increase from the previous to the current g command signified an 
obstacle ahead in the flight path. In addition, if the g command from 
the next scan bar over was considerably lower than the selected 0 
0 
command, then there were no obstacles in that direction and the aircraft 
could be flown around the obstacle in the flight path of the aircraft. 
Values of 0.3 g's were chosen for the comparison logic so that if 
(GSEL - GSELPR) > 0.3 AND (GSEL - GSELl) > 0.3 
the TA commands would be put into effect. 
In order to test this method (and all further methods) of choosing 
to do TA, it was decided to reduce the complexity of the problem by 
considering turning flight to the right of the obstacle only. For the 
second comparison test, then, only the scan bar to the right of the 
selected scan bar was used. 
It was quickly determined that this comparison criteria would 
indeed be met when an obstacle was ahead in the flight path. In fact, 
for the : est case of flying over level terrain when approaching an 
obstacle, the comparison value for the current and previous g commands 
34 
could range from 0.2 to 0.35 g's with no change in the results. This 
was due to the decided increase in the g command when the obstacle 
detected by the radar scan became the critical terrain point; until that 
time, the g commands remained close to zero. 
With a first-cut set of criteria that did indicate when to begin 
TA, the task of determining how to command the aircraft around the 
obstacle was begun. The following paragraphs briefly describe several 
approaches which were explored and discarded. A more detailed descrip-
tion is given of the approach which produced the desired results. 
For all of the TA methods tested, the same parameters, terrain, and 
maneuver conditions were assumed. The initial aircraft speed was Mach 
0.831, and the set clearance was 200 feet. The terrain covered an area 
of 50,000 by 4500 feet. The height of the terrain was a constant 200 
feet, except for a pyramid with its peak of 1000 feet located at X=l7500 
and Y=O. The four corners at the base of the pyramid were located at 
the X, Y coordinate pairs (17000,-500), (17000,500), (18000,-500), and 
(18000,500). Figure 17 shows a representation of the terrain. As 
stated above, when determining whether or not to perform terrain 
avoidance, the decision was based on being able to fly to the right of 
the obstacle. Also, a constant value of 300 feet was used as the 
desired offset in the Y direction; the aircraft was to be commanded to 
maneuver such that it would fly to the right side of the obstacle, 
achieving a lateral distance of 300 feet as it passed, and would then 
maneuver back to its previous flight path. Since the base of the 
pyramid was 500 feet from the peak, the aircraft would have to perform 
35 
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Figure 17 . Single-Obstacle Terrain . 
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not only terrain avoidance, but also terrain following over the side of 
the pyramid. 
The first attempt at commanding turning flight made use of the 
projected time of fl i ght to the peak, the desired offset, and the 
relationship between the load factor of the aircraft, the components of 
acceleration, and the desired roll angle. The approximate time of 
flight to the obstacle was determined as a function of the critical 
terrain point and aircraft velocity and was used in the equation of 
motion along with the desired offset to compute the desired lateral 
component of acceleration. The desired roll angle was then computed as 
a function of the actual vertical acceleration and the desired lateral 
acceleration. The roll command was the error between the desired and 
actual roll angle multiplied by a gain. 
Tgo = Rg/Vh 
Yoff =Yo+ Vy* Tgo + 0.5 * Ay * Tgo**2 
Rearranging terms: 
Ay = 2 * (Yoff - Yo - Vy* Tgo)/Tgo**2 
Load factor equations: 
Kl= (1 + Go)/COS(0des) 
Kl= Ay/SIN(0des) 
Substituting and rearranging terms: 
SIN(0des)/COS(0des) = Ay/(1 + Go) 
TAN(0des) = Ay/(1 + Go) 
0des = ATAN(Ay/(1 + Go)) 











Tgo is the projected time of flight to the peak 
Rg is the ground range from the aircraft to the critical terrain 
point 
Vh is the horizontal component of aircraft velocity 
Yoff is the desired offset, 300 feet 
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Yo is the aircraft Y position in inertial coordinates at the start 
of the TA maneuver 
Vy is the horizontal Y component of velocity 
Ay is the desired lateral component of acceleration 
Kl is the load factor of the aircraft 
(1 + Go) is the vertical component of acceleration 
0des is the desired roll angle 
0c is the roll command 
0 is the actual roll angle 
After computing the initial roll command, the Yoff term in Eq. 3 
was replaced by the error between the desired offset and the current Y 
position: 
Ay = 2 * ((Yoff - Ry ) - Yo - Vy* Tgo)/Tgo**2 (10) 
The Tgo, Ry, and Vy terms used in thi3 equation are updated every cycle. 
to a 
curve 
The results of the above set of equations were erratic, due in part 
rather shaky method of determining when the flight 





Another problem was that t he flight path being projected ahead was not 
being continually extended forward; in using the time-to-go to the peak 
location, the time-to-go term decreased, thus increasing the lateral 
acceleration term and the roll command. As the aircraft approached the 
desired offset, then, it was being commanded to continue to roll away 
from the original flight path rather than turn towards it. 
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At this point, it was clear that the next step was to determine 
when to fly back to the original flight path after avoiding an obstacle; 
with a complete flight path defined, the problems associated with the 
roll command could then be resolved. Several attempts were made to use 
data from the left scan bars along with the original TA criteria, but 
the resulting flight paths were very jumpy. It was finally decided to 
make use of steering points, which are inertial points in either X-Y 
coordinates or heading-distance values, outlining the flight path a 
pilot should follow. The idea in using these steering points was not to 
hardwire in a perfect TA path, but rather to let the TA algorithm alter 
or put 
flight 
in additional steering points as necessary for an 
path. With this approach, when the TA criteria was 
avoidance 
initially 
met, a temporary steering point would be set up with its X and Y 
coordinates based on the critical terrain point, the azimuth angle at 
which the selected scan bar was scanned, and the desired offset in Y: 
where 
XSPtmp = Rg * COS(AZ) + Rx 
YSPtmp = Rg * SIN(AZ) +Ry+ Yoff 
(11) 
(12) 
(XSPtmp,YSPtmp) is the temporary steering point in inertial 
coordinates 
(Rx,Ry) is the current aircraft position in inertial coordinates 
AZ is the azimuth angle at which the bar containing the critical 
terrain point was scanned 
With this temporary steering point, the turning flight path could 
be predicted ahead and the decision to turn back could be based on 
nearing the temporary steering point. When it was determined that the 
temporary steering point would be reached int seconds, the original 
steering point would once again be activated to bring the aircraft back 
on course. 
Implementing this flight path alteration technique with the 
existing roll command scheme produced results that were still somewhat 
erratic because of the problem mentioned above with the time-to-go term 
and also because of large jumps in the roll command when switching from 
the temporary to the original steering point. 
The desired flight path is shown in Figure 18. Looking at this 
figure, it can be deduced that the aircraft should be rolled at the 
start of the TA maneuver in order to fly away from the obstacle and then 
rolled back to its original heading as it flies by the obstacle. The 
same i n reverse is needed to return to the original course: an initial 
rol l command to turn back to the left, then leveling out to the original 
heading as it approaches the steering point. The roll command approach 
in Eqs. 1 through 10 did almost the opposite for the first leg of the 
altered flight path; roll commands at the start of terrain avoidance 
were intially small and increased as the aircraft approached the desired 
offset. Changing back t o the original steering points even several 
seconds before reaching the temporary steering points produced large 
39 
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trajectory 
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(Rx,Ry) - Current A/C position 
(Xtmp,Ytmp) - Temporary steering 
point 
(Xsp,Ysp) - Original steering 
point 
Yoff - Des1red lateral offset 
Figure 18. Desired Lateral Flight Path. 
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jumps in the roll command which caused the aircraft to 
original flight path. 
overshoot the 
The first roll command approach was retired and a new 
formulated. This second approach made use of the flight path 
approach 
to the 
temporary steering point and the error between that flight path and the 
actual path taken by the aircraft. Since the coordinates of the 
aircraft at the start of a maneuver were known, the equation of the line 
from that point to the temporary steering point could be determined and 
used to project where the aircraft should be at some to-be-determined 
(Tk) number of seconds ahead in time. The X position of the aircraft 
was predicted at Tk seconds, then used in the equation of the flight 
path line to compute the desired Y position at that time. The error 
between the predicted and desired Y positions was then multiplied by a 
gain to produce a desired lateral acceleration, which was input to Eq. 8 
to output the desired roll angle command. This command was filtered, 
limited to+ 45 degrees, and output to the aircraft. 
m = (YSPtmp - Ry)/(XSPtmp - Rx) 
b = Ry - m * Rx 
Xpred =Rx+ Tk * Vx 
Ypred =Ry+ Tk * Vy 
Ydes = m * Xpred + b 
Yerr = Ydes - Ypred 
Ay = Yerr * Kay 
0des = ATAN(Ay/(1 + Go)) 











45, 0f > 45 
0c = 0f, -45 < 0c < 45 
-45, 0f < -45-
mis the slope of the desired flight path line 
(22) 
bis they intercept of the equation of the flight path line 
(Xpred,Ypred) is the predicted position of the aircraft after Tk 
seconds 
Ydes is the desired Y position of the aircraft after Tk seconds 
Yerr is the error between the desired and predicted y position 
Kay is a factor applied to the error to convert it to an 
acceleration component 
0f is the filtered roll command initialized to zero 
Kf is a gain applied to the roll command 
0c is the filtered and limited roll command 
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Continually projecting ahead several seconds and correcting the 
roll command based on the projections removed the problem of basing 
everything on one fixed point and then suddenly jumping to a different 
fixed point. With this in mind the look ahead time, Tk, was also used 
in another capacity: when the predicted position of the aircraft was at 
or beyond the steering point, either the original or next steering point 
was commanded, depending on whether or not the original point had also 
been passed while the alternate route was in effect. This method of 
anticipating when to turn back allowed a smoother transition to the next 
l eg of the f light. Figure 19 illustrates the geometry involved in 
track~ng the path to the temporary steering point by using the error in 







New line to original 
~ steering po1nt 
• (Xpred, Ypred) 
past temporary 
steering po 1 nt 
(Rx,Ry) 
Figure 19. Terrain Avoidance Geometry. 
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the predicted and desired Y position; it also shows the changeover to 
the new path when the predicted position is past the temporary steering 
point. 
Upon examination of the above set of equations, it can be seen that 
there are three parameters for which values had to be chosen: Tk, Kay, 
and Kf . In order to determine these values, an initial run was made for 
the purpose of establishing the approximate range at which the TA 
criteria was first met. In an effort to simplify the process of 
selecting appropriate parameters, several sets of runs were made with 
the temporary steering point from the first run hardwired in and second 
and third steering points, representing the original steering points, 
also input. The steering points used were (11700,300), (25000,0), and 
(60000 ,0); these points would force the aircraft to fly to an offset of 
300 feet from the peak's location and then return to the original flight 
path with a heading of zero degrees, with the above equations providing 
the necessary roll commands to achieve this. The sets of parametric 
runs were made with a completely flat terrain in order to concentrate 
solely on the lateral flight path. 
In the first set of runs, arbitrary values for the three parameters 
were input to obtain some ballpark numbers for a good starting 
The baseline values, which gave some reasonable results, were 
Kay=0.075, and Kf=l.75. 
point. 
Tk=4, 
The second set of runs was made to determine if a different value 
of Kay could i mprove the results. The desired flight path should start 
at Y=0, curve out to Y=300, and return smoothly back to Y=0 at an X 
range of approximately 25000 with little overshoot. Kay was varied from 
values of 0.025 to 0.1; the resulting lateral flight paths are shown in 
Figure 20. The two upper values of Kay produced flight paths close to 
the desired one, with Kay of 0.075 showing an overshoot. Another value, 
Kay=0.09, was tested with the flight path results shown in Figure 21. 
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Plots for the error in the desired and predicted Y were also 
examined. The error could be expected to have a large initial jump at 
the beginning of TA, then to curve down to around zero, and then to 
experience another large jump at Tk seconds prior to the temporary 
steering point (when the original steering point is again commanded). 
Since the actual flight path will be curved rather than a straight line, 
the error will not approach zero and flatten out, but will increase to 
some positive magnitude before settling back to zero. The plots in 
Figure 22 show the Y error plots for the five values of Kay and the same 
for only the three upper values. Although the plots for the three upper 
values are very similar, the one for Kay=0.09 settles down to zero with 
only a slight overshoot and without the little jump in the plot for 
Kay=0.l. 
The roll response plots are shown in Figure 23 for all Kay values 
and for t he three upper values. These plots should follow generally the 
trend of the error plots, except on a smaller scale, and should not show 
any oscillations. Again, the plots for the three upper values are very 
similar with the plot for Kay=0.075 showing more overshoot. 
The value of 0.09 was ~hosen for Kay, based mainly on its effect on 
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Figure 22. Y Error Plots with Kay Varied. 
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The next set of runs was made to determine if the value of Tk 
should be changed. Figure 24 shows the lateral flight paths resulting 
for values of 2, 3, 4, and 5 seconds. Allowing a look ahead capability 
of only 2 or 3 seconds causes the aircraft to overshoot the first 
steering point, thus causing it to overcompensate for the return leg and 
again greatly overshoot the desired path. The 5 second look ahead time 
forces the activation of the original steering point too soon so that 
the aircraft is commanded back towards the original flight path before 
flying past the peak. 
The error plots are shown in Figure 25 for all four values of Tk 
and for the 4 and 5 second values. Figure 26 contains the roll response 
plots for all values and for the 4 and 5 second values. From these 
plots it can be seen that the two lower values lag behind in terms of 
approaching the desired flight path and achieving the necessary roll 
angles and therefore overcompensate when attempting to get back on 
course. The 5 second value shows a slight jump when the transition to 
the third steering point is made; this should be a smooth transition 
since the third steering point is along the same path as t he second one. 
Based on these plots, the value of 4 seconds remained the choice 
for Tk. 
Although the flight path being produced at this point looked very 
good, the value for Kf still had to be verified. Increasing the value 
from 1.75 to 2.0 produced roll commands that zigzagged back and forth. 
Considering that 1.75 was not too far from 2.0, t wo lower values, 0.1 
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Figure 26 . Roll Response Plots with Tk Vari2d, 
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the 1.75 value as shown in figures 27, 28, and 29; however, the 0.1 
results showed some oscillation when regaining the original flight path 
as shown i n Figure 30. One more value was then tested; the results for 
Kf=0.3 matched the 0.5 results very closely. The value of 0.5 was 
selected for Kf. 
With the gain and time values chosen, all that remained was to 
input steering points for straight-ahead flight, select the terrain with 
the peak, and let the simulation command the aircraft around the peak. 
After one run, problems were immediately apparent, not in the TA, but in 
the TF. The lateral flight path in Figure 31 is very smooth, curving 
out around the obstacle and back in to the original heading. The flight 
path viewed from the side in Figure 32, however, shows that the aircraft 
pulled up when it should have pushed over upon clearing the rise. The g 
command and response plots in Figure 33 are very jumpy on the approach 
to the obstacle; they should have been much smoother. 
The roll command equations and their output were suspect at first. 
It was surmised that the jumpy g command was due to its being 
compensated by the roll angle which was produced in response to the roll 
command. Although the g commands were jumpy after the first nonzero 
roll command, they became very smooth around the first transition to a 
different steering point and remained smooth thereafter, in spite of the 
roll commands still being generated. Because the roll commands had been 
shown to change smoothly (except at the transition points as expected) 
and the g command problem occurred only on the approach to the obstacle, 
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Figure 33 . G Command/G Response Plot s wi t h Optimized Coefficients. 
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Since the terrain following algorithm was known to be working 
correctly, a run was made over the one-peak terrain with no TA 
performed. As can be seen in figures 34, 35, and 36, the flight path is 
smooth, the flight path angle is extremely smooth, and the g commands on 
the approach to the peak follow the expected curve for terrain 
following. In examining the g command plot in Figure 33 again, it was 
observed that the changes in the slope of the g command curve occurred 
about every 1.25 seconds which is the time between updates for the 
center scan bar data. Another run with hardwired steering points was 
made, this time with the terrain avoidance commands starting when the 
aircraft was approximately 14,000 feet from the obstacle. The purpose 
of this run was to see if the g command could be smoothed out by 
starting the rolling maneuver farther from the obstacle. 
Figures 37 and 38 show the results: a very smooth g command and 
response, with the roll commands beginning at a range of about 3000 
feet. The side view of the trajectory shows a little overshoot as the 
peak is cleared, but the fact that the three TA parameters had been 
optimized : or a different range may explain that result. 
The problem, then, in the TA runs was not caused by the roll 
compensation but by trying to perform TA too close to the obstacle. The 
TF algorithm was computing a sizeable g command when the peak became the 
critical terrain point; this g command would then be updated every 40 
msec and used over the next 1.25 seconds of flight. When fresh data 
became available to the TF algorithm, however, the new critical terrain 
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Figure 38. Longitudinal Flight Path with TA Starting Earlier. 
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since the previous command would put the aircraft on too high of a 
trajectory. After another 1.25 seconds, the critical terrain point 
would again be at a somewhat lower elevation, but it would be much 
closer, thus causing the g command to be increased to compensate for the 
close range. After several repetitions of higher-then-lower g commands, 
the aircraft's maneuvering will have finally brought it away from the 
obstacle and the TF algorithm will begin processing data from relatively 
constant terrain. The g command will then settle down and remain 
unaffected by any further maneuvering unless the TA criteria is met 
again. 
To resolve this problem, the criteria for beginning a TA maneuver 
had to be modified or replaced. The g command data which had been used 
originally did not indicate a need for TA early enough, nor did the 
critical terrain point. The scan bar data, however, was available and 
contained all of the terrain data pairs for the selected scan bar. 
Al though it might be assumed that the critical terrain point would 
correspond to the highest point in the scan bar data, this is not always 
the case. :\ peak at a distance of 10,000 to 12,000 feet may generate a 
l esser 0 command than a lower elevation which is only 5,000 to 6,000 0 
f ee t ahead of the aircraft. Since the TF radar has the capability to 
scan much further than the ranges at which the majority of critical 
terrain points are chosen, the data for higher elevations is part of the 
scan bar data. 
The new nd final ( for this study ) TA criteria evolved from the 
above observations. Comparisons of the terrain data pairs within each 
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scan bar were made to determine the point with the highest elevation. 
The decision to perform TA was based on that terrain point for the 
selected scan bar, the critical terrain point, and the high terrain 
point from the scan bar to the side. If the difference between the high 
and critical point elevations of the selected bar was greater than the 
lowest selectable set clearance (200 feet) and if the difference between 
the high points of the selected and side scan bars was also greater than 
this height, then the temporary steering point was set up for TA. A 
check was also done on the ground range data for the high points to 
ensure that the same peak was not being used in succeeding cycles to 
redefine the desired flight path to the temporary steering point. This 
test was done by saving (in inertial coordinates) the ground range for 
the point which initiated the TA and comparing it to the inertial range 
of the high terrain point for each of the following cycles. If the two 
ranges were within 100 feet, a new temporary steering point was not 
defined. 
It is recognized that the TA criteria described above is suitable 
for very basic peak or obstacle avoidance only; however, it could serve 
as the basis f or the more complex criteria necessary for full terrain 
avoidance capabilities. The limitations of this criteria and recom-
mendations for additional conditions are discussed later. 
The new TA criteria was implemented in the simulation and the 
process of determining values for the three parameters was repeated. 
This time, the temporary steering point was not hardwired in and the 
obstacl e was present in the terrain. The initial run was made with the 
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optimized parameters from the earlier sets of runs (Kay=0.09, Tk=4, and 
Kf=0.5). While the lateral flight path in Figure 39 showed some 
oscillation and a need for improvement, the side view of the trajectory 
i n Figure 40 showed that the TF was working properly. In addition, the 
gamma angle and g command plots in figures 41 and 42 were very smooth, 
indicating that the adverse effects of the previous too-close maneuvers 
had been removed. 
The value of Kay was varied as before. The TF results for Kay=O.l 
in Figure 43 revealed an interesting but unnecessary climb over flat 
terrain, and the lowest value of 0.5 produced roll commands which forced 
the aircraft to overshoot all of the steering points. The plots in 
Figure 44 are the lateral flight paths for the four Kay values. The 
value of 0.075 was selected to use in the next set of runs for 
determining Kf. 
As was the case in the earlier parametric runs, changing the values 
of Kf had l ittle effect on the results, and the value of 1.0 was chosen. 
The parameter Tk, on the other hand, did affect the results as 
shown in Figure 45 for values of 4, 4.5, 4.75, and 5. Since the plots 
f or the t wo :1igher values seemed to be very close, the lateral flight 
path, the error between the projected and desired paths, and the roll 
command for these values were plotted with expanded scales in figures 
46, 47, and 48. The value of 5 was chosen for Tk, based on the smaller 
roll commands for that value. 
At this point it was felt t hat there could be further improvement, 
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Figure 40. Longitudinal Flight Path with 
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Figure 49. Lateral Flight Path with Additional Kay Value. 
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flight paths for Kay values of 0.09, 0.075, and 0.06. It is difficult 
to distinguish the line patterns, but the curve which settles out with 
the smallest offset when regaining the original flight path resulted 
from Kay=0.06. Expanded plots in figures 50 and 51 show the Y error and 
the roll command for the three Kay values. Again, the Kay value of 0.06 
produced the least overshoot on the last leg and also resulted in 
somewhat smoother roll commands. 
The optimized parameters of Kay=0.06, Tk=S, and Kf=l.O were chosen 
to produce the desired TA and TF results using the final set of TA 
criteria. The TA results for these selected values and TA criteria are 
shown in figures 52, 53, and 54; and the terrain following results are 
given in figures 55, 56, and 57. 
A similar run was made with the above parameters and a set 
c l earance of 500 feet. The results for the TA flight path, Y error, and 
roll command and roll response are shown in figures 58, 59, and 60. The 
plots for the TF flight path, flight path angle, and g command and 
response 3re given in figures 61, 62, and 63. 
1ecommendations for Further Study 
As stated earlier, the TA criteria set forth holds true for an 
obstacle appearing in the direct flight path of the aircraft. The 
criteria was purposely kept to a minimum in order both to hold down 
computer run time and to facilitate the debug and checkout stages of 
implementation. Sever 1 ideas for additions to the TA criteria are 
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Figure 58. Lateral Flight Path for Set Clearance of 500 Feet. 
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One immediately obvious addition is to allow terrain avoidance 
maneuvering to the left of t he obstacle as well as to the right. This 
seemingly simple change would require the same check on the high point 
of the left side scan bar and would then also require additional checks 
to determine to which side the flight path should be directed. This 
choice could be a simple one as in the case of choosing between a valley 
on one side and another peak or ridge on the other side. It would be a 
more complicated determination if the initial checks to either side 
revealed similar terrain (as would have been the case for the isolated 
obstacle of this study). Then, perhaps some projections would have to 
be made as a function of other scan bar data or of the history of the 
flight path up to its current state, and the decision might be based on 
how far the projected flight path would take the aircraft from the 
original path. 
Another consideration which would enhance the TA criteria is to 
examine the scan bar data for all terrain points whose elevations 
relative to the aircraft are greater than either the 200 feet used here 
or another value found to be significant in terms of when to begin TA. 
If the high point check indicates a peak which is 20,000 feet ahead of 
the aircraft, there is probably a 5ood chance that the elevations 
leading up to that peak are high enough to start TA. A check such as 
this would also have to ensure that the range to the higher elevation 
allowed maneuvering without any adverse affects on the TF commands such 
as were f ound earl~er. 
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For complete TA capabilities, numerous other conditions which would 
deal with continuing TA after the first maneuver would have to be 
included in the criteria. For instance, if a pilot wants to circumvent 
high obstacles but also wants to stay as close as possible to a planned 
route, the TA criteria would have to employ checks on the original, 
current, and proposed flight path, as well as on TA possibilities 
towards or away from the original flight path. It would also have to 
determine if maneuvering for TA would be more advantageous than 
performing TF only. 
In addition to a more elaborate set of TA criteria, further work 
would be required in the roll command equations for the full terrain 
avoidance capability. The nature of this work would be a rather time-
consuming (in terms of computer run time) study to determine the three 
parameters Kay, Tk, and Kf as functions of aircraft velocity and range 
to the high point which initiates terrain avoidance. It is apparent 
from the parametric runs made throughout this study that these values 
must be changed when the range to the obstacle changes, and it is 
l ogical to assume that a change in velocity ~ould affect the roll 
command since it is based on a projected aircraft position. 
STUDIES ON TERRAIN FOLLOWING/TERRAIN AVOIDANCE 
TF systems are in use on helicopters and several types of aircraft, 
and have been studied for use on certain missiles as well [2] to lower 
the probability of detection. To date, there are probably no TA systems 
actually in use on an aircraft, although numerous studies have been 
undertaken to propose TA methods which are both feasible and safe. Such 
studies combine TF and TA capabilities and require the expertise of 
persons in numerous fields such as algorithm development, sensor inter-
face, aircraft interface and dynamics, terrain modeling, human factors 
(for pilot workload), safety, and reliability [3]. A number of studies 
on either TF alone [4] or both TF and TA [5], [6] are based on the 
expectation of being able to access stored terrain data during flight, 
thus relying less on forward looking sensors. 
One of the TF/ TA studies [5] makes use of dynamic programming to 
determine an optimal TF/TA trajectory whi le keeping within the con-
straints of the aircraft performance. The Dynapath Algorithm designed 
in the referenced study makes use of a global reference path defined in 
mission planning prior to flight and of stored (on-board) digital 
terrain elevation data, which is updated during flight by sensor inputs, 
to generate a trajectory for the patch of terrain immediately ahead of 
the aircraft. Each trajectory covers approximately seven or eight 
seconds of flying time but is actually only followed for several seconds 
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since new terrain data input from the sensor(s) is used in updating the 
trajectory for the next patch, which overlaps t he previous one. 
The Dynapath Algorithm generates a tree of possible lateral 
trajectories for the current patch based on a specified number of 
allowed bank angles. The branches making up the tree represent one 
second segments of numerous proposed trajectories with a node occurring 
at each junction of two branches. The branches are successively added 
to the tree for each one second stage until the seven or eight second 
projection has been completed. Since the ultimate solution must take 
both TF and TA into consideration, the corresponding vertical trajectory 
is also determined for each branch of a lateral trajectory. Heading and 
position data pertaining to each node of the tree is stored, along with 
a cumulative cost figure which is ultimately used to "prune" the tree. 
The cost figure is determined by the performance measure of the 
Dynapath Algorithm. This performance measure assesses the computed 
trajectory in terms of i ts deviation from the predetermined lateral 
flight path and its height exceeding the vertical set clearance. A 
TF/TA ratio used in t his assessment ~ay be set to force a trajectory 
which is predominantly either TF or TA or which is a combination of the 
two. 
The Dynapath Algorithm has been tested by the Air Force through 
simulation, although the extent of testing was not given. 
Another study of interest in the TF/TA area is being performed to 
develop Trajectory Generation and Tracking algorithms as part of an Air 
Force Program called the Tactical Flight ~anagement (TFM) system [6]. 
This system is 
mission planning 
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being developed to ultimately combine all aspects of 
including not only TF/TA but also weapon delivery, 
survivability, time/position control, and energy management. The Tra-
jectory Generator portion of TFM must provide the optimal trajectory for 
a mission with all of these elements taken into account. The Tracking 
function of TFM receives as inputs the Trajectory Generator commands and 
provides control of the aircraft to meet those commands, thereby track-
ing the desired trajectory. 
The referenced paper focuses on the Trajectory Generator feature of 
TFM. The main objective of the Trajectory Generator is to maximize 
survivability and mission effectiveness. For survivability, four capa-
bilities are listed: threat penetration, TF/TA, maneuvering weapon 
delivery, and time-coordinated multi-aircraft attack. To accomplish 
threat penetration with maximum survivability, a low-altitude route or 
one which takes advantage of t he terrain is generated, aided by the 
TF/TA capability which ensures a constant height above the terrain. The 
third capability is accomplished through turning and accelerating flight 
to avoid 1etection, and the fourth involves coordinating the flight 
paths of multiple aircraft on the same illission. 
The TFM capabi: ities to ensure mission effectiveness are position 
and time control, energy management, and in-flight mission planning. 
The position/time control is similar to the multi-aircraft coordination 
capability and determines a trajectory along with a ground speed profile 
t o ensure proper timing of ~vents. Energy management is performed to 
conserve fuel without violat ing other key constraints of the mission. 
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The in-flight mission capability is designed to process changes that 
occur during flight, such as an une:{pected maneuver or updated informa-
tion on threat positions. 
The TF/TA capability of TFM, used for the low-altitude segments of 
a mission, also employs stored digitized terrain data which is updated 
through on-board sensors and is also implemented through dynamic 
programming. A recommended vertical set clearance is first generated as 
a function of the terrain with safety criteria and aircraft constraints 
taken into consideration. This set clearance is then used to determine 
a reference lateral trajectory, the actual set clearance to be 
maintained over this trajectory, and the ratio of TF to TA. 
At the time the referenced paper was published, the algorithms for 
the threat penetration and TF/TA were not yet complete. 
if any testing has been done on these capabilities. 
It is unknown 
CONCLUSION 
This project used the LANTIRN TF algorithm and scan method 
developed by Texas Instruments for Martin Marietta Orlando Aerospace as 
a baseline on which to experiment with a TA capability. Implementing 
such a capability required a good deal of preliminary programming to 
develop a simulation which handled the three-dimensional aspects of the 
terrain, the radar scan and detection of terrain, and the aircraft 
control and response. The TA problem was confined to generating 
criteria for using TA and to computing commands to fly a trajectory 
around a single obstacle while still performing TF to stay at the 
defined set clearance above the ground. The criteria and commands which 
evolved from this study were shown through simulation to produce the 
desired trajectory and to command the aircraft to fly to that 
trajectory. 
Acknowledging that development of a TA capability is much more 
complex then the single-obstacle problem of this paper, recommendations 
for further study are given. In addition, two studies in which TF/TA 




LISTING OF ACTST3 
" ACTST3 IS ACTSTl WITH LATERAL FCS INCLUDED " 












,IZZ "' ... 
= 32.17 ,RDTODG 
,HTOVEL"' 1115.5 
,SETCLR"' 200.0 
, TSTP = 0.40 
,LOOK .. 0 
,F25 .. 5. 
,KVRIT ,. 0 
,NOPT • 0 
, !JPll 
,TJP21 "'40000. 
,TJP31 .. 60000. 






= 57. 29578 ... 
,HACH "'0.831 .. . 
,GCOH • 0.0 .. . 
,DGTORD • 0.017453 ... 
,RNGSTP"' 150000 ..•. 
,ROLLCO = 0.0 .. . 
,ELVDEL = 0.06 .. . 
,LLOOK z 18000 .. . 
= 35000. ,YP12 = O ... . 
, TJP22 • O .... 
, \IP32 O •... 
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.. 1.0 



















DEFINE INITIAL VALUES" 















$ BDl = 0.0 
$ UDOT 0.0 
$ VDOT ,. 0.0 
$ 00 
$ PHIO 
• 0. 0 $ RO .. 0. 0 
0.0 $ PSIO 
$ ROOT 
$ PSIDOT= 0.0 
$ ALPFCS= 0.0 
$ RS = 0.0 
o.o 
CALL TFl TO INITIALIZE TF DATA " 












HOHENT OF . NERTIA PRODUCTS" 
.. IXX*IYY 






TRIM ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEG--FNC OF HACH" 
TABLE DALPSV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
DALPHO ,. DALPSV(HACH) 
DALPHA = DALPHO 






SET INITIAL PITCH TO ANGLE OF ATTACK" 
THETO • ALPHO 
CTHETA ~ COS(THETO) 





THEDOT = 0.0 
TRIH TAIL DEFLECTION--FNC OF HACH" 
TABLE DESV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
• DESV(HACH) 
PITCHING HOHENT, LIFT, DRAG--FNC OF HACH" 
TABLE CHTSV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
TABLE CLTSV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 




THRUST DATA--FNC OF HACH" 
TABLE THAXSV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
TABLE TIDLSV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
TMAX • THAXSV(HACH) 
TIDLE • TIDLSV(HACH) 





























CHASV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CHDESV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CHOSV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CHQSV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CHADSV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CLASV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CLDESV,1,2/ O.S,0.831, ... / 
DALOSV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CLQSV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CLADSV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
COASV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CDDESV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, .. . / 
CDOSV ,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CSLBSV,1,2 / 0 .5,0.831, ... / 
CLDASV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CLDRSV,1,2 / 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CSLPSV,l , 2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CSLRSV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CNBESV,1,2/ 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CNDASV,l,2 / 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CNDRSV,1,2 / 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CNPSV ,1,2/ 0 .5,0.831, ... / 
CNRSV ,1,2/ 0.5,0. 831, ... / 
CYBESV,1,2/ 0.5 , 0.831, .. ./ 
CYDASV,1,21 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CYDRSV,1,21 0.5,0. 831, ... / 
CYPSV ,1,2/ 0.5,0. 831, ... / 
CYRSV ,1,2 / 0.5,0.831, ... / 
CHASV(MACn ) $ CHOE CHDESV(HACH) 
CHOSV(HAC~ ) $ CHO CMQSV(HACH) 
CHADSV(HACH) $ CLA CLASV(HACH) 
CLDESV(MACH) $ DALO DALOSV(HACH) 
CLQSV(MACH) $ CLADT CLADSV(MACH) 
CDASV(HACH) $ CODE = CDDESV(HACH) 








CSLDA = CLDASV(MACH) S CSLDR = CLDRSV(HACH) 
CSLP = CSLPSV(HACH) $ CSLR = CSLRSV(HACH) 
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CNBETA • CNBESV(HACH) $ CNDA • CNDASV(HACH) 
CNDR • CNDRSV(HACH) $ CNP a CNPSV(HACH) 
CNR • CNRSV(HACH) $ CYBETAa CYBESV(HACH) 
CYDA • CYDASV(HACH) $ CYDR • CYDRSV(HACR) 
CYP • CYPSV(HACH) $ CYR ,,. CYRSV(HACH) 
COHPlITE VALUES FOR ALPDOT AND QDOT EONS" 
RHO • -6.2342518E-08*Hl0 + 2.3778E-03 
QBARS • O.S*RHO*VPO*VPO*S 
QBARSC • QBARS*CY 
TH • ((QBARS*CDT) - GRSVT*CTHETA*SALPHA)/ ... 
CALPHA+GRSVT*STHETA 
ZS 2 GRSVT*CTHETA*CALPHA - (TH-GRSYT*STHETA)*SALPHA ... 
-QBARS*CLT 
QH a QBARSC*CHT + TH*( ... ) 
COHPlITE INITIAL ALPDOT AND QDOT" 
ALPDOT • ZS/(HASS*VPO) 
QDOT • QH/IYY 
COHPlITE INITIAL NORMAL ACCELERATION" 
ANORH • (CDT*SALPHA + CLT*CALPHA)*OBARS/GRS\lT-1.0 
QCDPS 
CALCULATE F2 GAIN--SINCE VELOCITY IS ASSUMED 
CONSTANT, F2 IS COHPlITED ONCE" 





COMPt.rrE INITIAL F3 GAIN USED IN FCS" 
• PSl*OCDPS 
... ) F3 • ... 
COHPlITE F23 GAIN (ONCE)" 
IF(QCDPS ... ) F23 • ... 
COHPt.rrE F30 (ONCE)" 
IF(QCDPS ... ) P30 • ... 
F30INV•l./F30 
COHPlITE F24" 
F24 ,,. ... 
IF(QCDPS ... ) F24 
ENDS "OF INITIAL" 
DYNAMIC 
DERIVATIVE 
ARRAY YP1(2) , YQ1(2) 
DEFINE CONSTANTS USED IN FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM" 








,P6 - ... ,06 
, P7 .Kl 
,K2 ,K3 
, K4 ,KS 
, SUH2IC - . .. ,RPl 
,YPl ,YQl 
INTEGRATE STATE VARIABLES" 
VELOCITY '' 
• INTEG(VPDOT,VPO) 







































LONGITUDINAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM" 
APPLY STICK LAG TO ROLL COMPENSATED G 
• (GCOH+l.)/COS(PHI)-1. 
• REALPL(Pl,GCOHl) 
NORMAL ACCEL-FCS IN GS" 
REALPL(P2,ANORH) 
PITCH RATE-GYRO IN DEG/SEC" 
=- QGYRO-REALPL(P3,QGYRO) 
Kl*ANLAG + K2*QYASH 
LEDLAG(P5,Q5,SUM1) 
,. (SUM1LD-GSTK)*K4*F3 
• DEPROP + INTEG(5.*DEPROP,SUM2IC) 
INPUT ANGLE OF ATTACK-FCS IN DEG" 
ALPLAG ,. REALPL(P4,ALPFCS) 
DECOH • DETRIH+ALPLAG*F2*K3 
DECOMF ,. CHPXPL(P6,Q6,DETRIH,O.) 
DETAIL • REALPL(P7,DECOHF) 
LATERAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM" 
PROCEDURAL(ROLLER=ROLLC) 
ROLLER = (ROLLC-DPHI)*l.25 
IF(ROLLER.GT. 20.) ROLLER= 20. 
IF(ROLLER.LT.-20.) ROLLER=-20. 
END$ "OF PROCEDURAL" 
ROLLLG = REALPL(RPl,ROLLER) 
SUH2 = (PGYRO-ROLLLG)*0.12 
SUH2Y = CMPXPL(P6,Q6,SUH2) 
DELFA = REALPL(P7,SUM2Y) 
PROCEDURAL(ALPLGl=ALPLAG) 
IF(ABS(ALPLAG).GE.10.) ALPLG1=0,0 
IF(ALPLAG.LT.0.0) ALPLGl= O.l*ALPLAG+l. 
IF(ALPLAG.GE.0.0) ALPLGl=-0.l*ALPLAG+l. 
END$ "OF PROCEDURAL" 









END$ "OF DERIVATIVE" 





DB ETA BETA*RDTODG 
91 
CHO (GS) " 
92 
CBETA • COS(BETA) 
SBETA • SIN(BETA) 
CPHI • COS(PHI) 
SPHI • SIN(PHI) 
CPSI • COS(PSI) 
SPSI ,. SIN(PSI) 
CORRECT DETAIL FOR TRIM 11 
DE ,. DETAIL+DEO 
II LIFT, DRAG, PITCHING HOHENT COEFFICIENTS" 
CLT ,. CLA*(DALPHA-DALO)+CLDE*DE+C'\l*T'\IOVP*(CLO*Q+ ••• 
CLADT*ALPDOT) 
CDT ,. CDO+CDA*(DALPHA-DALO)+CDDE*DE 
CHT • CHO+CHA*(DALPHA-DALO)+CHDE*DE+C\l*TVOVP*(CHO*Q •.. 
+CHADT*ALPDOT) 
SIDE FORCE, ROLLING, YAVING HOHENT COEFF. " 
CYT • CYBETA*DBETA+CYDA*DELFA+CYDR*DELR+BV*TVOVP* •.. 
(CYP*PS+CYR*RS) 
CSLT ,. CSLBET*DBETA+CSLDA*DELFA+CSLDR*DELR+BV*TVOVP* ... 
(CSLP*PS+CSLR*RS) 
CNT • CNBETA*DBETA+CNDA*DELFA+CNDR*DELR+BV*TVOVP* ... 
(CNP*PS+CNR*RS) 
RHO • -6.2342518E-08*Hl + 2.3778E-03 
OBAR • O.S*RHO*VTOT*VTOT 
QBARS ,. QBAR*S 
QBARSB • QBARS*B'\l 
QBARSC • QBARS*C\l 
YS • GRS\IT*CTHETA*SPBI+QBARS*CYT 
" THRUST COHPtrrED FOR CONSTANT VELOCITY" 
THCOH • (((-YS*SBETA)/CBETA)+(QBARS*CDT) - (GRS\IT*CTHETA .•. 
*CPHI*SALPHA))/CALPHA+GRS\IT*STHETA+HASS*(VPO-VTOT) 
TH • BOUND(TIDLE,THAX,THCOH) 
" FORCES ALONG STABILITY AXES" 
XS ,. (TH-GRS\IT*STHETA)*CALPHA + GRS\IT*CTHETA*CPHI ... 
*SALPHA - QBARS*CDT 
ZS ,. GRS\IT*CTHETA*CPHI*CALPHA - (TH-GRS\IT*STHETA) 
*SALPHA-QBARS*CLT 
" COHPtrrE MOMENTS" 
QL • QBARSB*(CSLT*CALPHA-CNT*SALPHA) 
QM • QBARSC*CHT ... 
QN ,. QBARSB*(CSLT*SALPHA+CNT*CALPHA) 
ROTATIONAL RATES" 
PIZTRH .. IXZ*(QN+(IXX-IYY+IZZ)*P*O) 
POOT "' (IZZ*OL+(YZHZZ-IXZ2)*R*O+PIZTRH) ... 
/(XIZ-IXZ2) 
QDOT (QH+P*R*ZHIX+(R**2-P**2)*IXZ)/IYY 
RIZTRH ,. IXZ*(OL-R*O*(IXX-IYY+IZZ)) 
ROOT .. (IXX*ON- (XYHXX-IXZ2)*P*O+RIZTRM)/(XIZ-IXZ2) 
" FORCES ALONG '\/IND AXES" 
xv = XS*CBETA+YS*SBETA 
Y\I • YS*CBETA-XS*SBETA 





TRANSLATION (\IIND AXES) " 
VPDOT = XV/HASS 
ALPDOT = QS-PS*SBETA/CBETA+Z\1/(HASS*VTOT*CBETA) 
BETDOT = Y\1/(HASS*VTOT)-RS 


































COMPUTE NORMAL ACCELERATION" 
• (CDT*SALPHA + CLT*CALPHA)*OBARS/GRS'IJT-1.0 
•GO+ (TERMN1+TERHN2)/G 
COMPUTE LATERAL ACCELERATION" 
• QBARS/MASS*CYT+(TERMY1-TERMY2) 
AYG- AY/G 














RDl AND HDl ARE USED IN TF SUBROlITINES" 
RDl• SQRT(UDOT*UDOT+VDOT*VDOT) 
• -VDOT 





COMPUTE F3 GAIN USED IN FCS" 
QC • ?Sl*QCDPS 
IF(OC· ... ) F3 = ... 
" COMPUTE ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR FCS " 
ALPFCS = ••• 
?ROCEDURAL(GCOH=UDOT,HDl ,R l,Hl,GO,VTOT,GAMHA,LOOK) 
;ALL :F2(GCOM,UDOT,HD1,Rl, RX,RY,Hl,GO,VTOT,GAMHA,T, 
DPSI,PSIDOT,DPBI,ROLLC,AYG,VDOT,LOOK) 
uND S "PROCEDURAL" 
LOOK ,. LOOK+l 
TERMT(T.GE.TSTP) 
ENDS "OF DYNAMIC" 
TERMINAL 
CALL TF3 TO OUTPUT STORED ARRAYS FOR PLOTTING" 
CALL TF3 
ENDS "OF TERMINAL" 
END$ "OF PROGRAM" 
93 
APPENDIX B 



































































DATE OF LAST UPDATE: DECEMBER 14, 1986 









































































0074 C COEFFICIENTS FOR TF ALGORITHM 
0075 REVIND 7 
0076 READ(7,*)(B(I),I=l,49),RA1,RA2,RA3,RA4,RA6,RA7,RA8,RA9, 
0077 & RA11,RA12,RA13,RA14,GFIX,B128,Bl29 








0086 C CALL TERRAIN TO INPUT TERRAIN ARRAY 















0102 C INITIALIZE CRIT ARRAY 






0109 10 CONTINUE 











0118 C SET UP AZIHtITH ANGLES FOR FIRST SCAN OF EACH BAR 
0119 DO 20 I=0,6 
0120 CRIT(I,6)=AZARR(I) 
0121 20 CONTINUE 











0133 C CALL RCELL TO INITIALIZE ITS VALUES 
0134 CALL RCELL(O.,O.,TUNDER,0) 
0135 RADALT=Hl-TUNDER 
0136 C CALL LOSRNG TO INITIALIZE FIRST BAR; COPY DATA 
0137 C INTO OTHER 6 BARS 
0138 CALL LOSRNG(0,0.,0.,Hl) 
0139 DO 40 I=l,6 
0140 DO 30 J=l,45 
0141 CSCAN(I,J,l)=CSCAN(O,J,1) 
0142 30 CSCAN(I,J,2)-CSCAN(O,J,2) 
0143 IJEND(I)=IJEND(O) 




0148 ENTRY TF2(GCOH,VVX,VZ,RR1,RX1,RY1,RH1,RGO,V'r0T,RGAHHA,TTYHE, 





















0170 IF(TR.GT.0 .5 ) AZRLIM=ClO 































































STORE DATA EVERY RESOLU FEET FOR PLOTTING 






































COMPUTE GAHHA COMMAND GAINS EVERY 0.6 SEC. 
IF(AHOD(TYHE,0.6).EQ.0.) THEN 
IF(VH.LT.8(5)) THEN 
C1=(8( 1)+8( 2)*VH)*VH 
C2=(B( 3)+8( 7)*VH)*VH 
C3=(B(ll 1+8(12)*VH)*G 




C1=(8( 3)+8( 4)*VH)*VH 

















0236 END IF 
0237 C H2 IS THE ERROR TERH lJHICH GOES INTO THE GAHHA 
0238 C COMMAND COMPUTATIONS 
0239 H2=H0-C2*GAHHA-C3*GO+C25 
0240 C 
0241 IF(TYHE.GE.UPDATE) THEN 
0242 ISBAR=ISPREV+l 
0243 IF(ISBAR.EQ.7) ISBAR=O 
0244 C CENTER BAR IS SCANNED AGAIN AFTER BAR 3 







0252 CALL LOSRNG(ISBAR,AZ,RX,Hl) 






0259 IF(HOD(LOOK,2).EQ.0) THEN 
0260 C UPDATE CRITICAL POINT FOR BAR #ICBAR (ONE BAR EVERY 80 HSEC) 
0261 ICBAR=ICPREV+l 
0262 IF(ICBAR.EQ.7) ICBAR=O 









0272 IJ= I JEND(ICBAR) 
0273 DO 400 I=l,IJ 
0274 CSCAN(ICBAR,I,l)=CSCAN(ICBAR,I,1)-RDEL 
0275 CSCAN(ICBAR,I,2)=CSCAN(ICBAR,I,2)-HDEL 
0276 400 CONTINUE 
0277 CRIT(ICBAR,5)=TYHE 
0278 CALL GAMSET(2,ICBAR) 
0279 ENDIF 
0280 C 
0281 C FIND LARGEST GAMMA CHO IN CRIT ARRAY 
0282 GAHCMD=CRIT(0,3) 
0283 ICSAVE=O 
0284 DO 500 I=l,6 





























































































C DIVE LIMIT G CHO 
GDIVE=PV*(GAHDL-GAHHA) 
C SELECT G CHO 
GCHD=AHAXl(GSEL,GH,GDIVE) 









































0360 900 FORMAT(T30,'HIN' ,T40,'HAX') 
0361 901 FORMAT(' Flight Path Angle' ,T25,2F10.2/ 
0362 & 'Vertical G''s',T25,2F10.2/ 
0363 & 'Roll Angle',T25,2F10.2/ 
0364 & ' Lateral Position In Y',T25,2F10.2/) 
0365 902 FORMAT(' Time of Flight:',F5.0/ 
0366 & 'A/C Coordinates at End:',3F12.2/ 
0367 & ' Hach Number: ',F7.2,' Set Clearance:',F7.0/ 
0368 & ' Desired Offset for TA:',F7.0/ 
0369 & 'Gain on Lateral Accel Cmd :',F8.3/ 
0370 & ' Gain on Roll Command: ',F8.3/ 
0371 & ' Look Ahead Time for TA: ',F8.3/) 
0372 903 FORMAT(' First Vay Point',T25,2F12.0/ 
0373 & ' Second Vay Point',T25,2F12.0/ 
0374 & 'Third Vay Point',T25,2F12.0/) 
0375 904 FORHAT(T30 , 'HEAN' ,T39,'SIGHA') 
0376 905 FORMAT(' S.C. Error' ,T25,2F10.2/' Y Error',T25,2F10.2/) 
0377 906 FORMAT(' Min. Set Clearance Error:',F9.2,' at X=' ,F12.0, 




LISTINGS OF TERRAIN, RCELL, AND LOSRNG 
5-Har-1987 
0001 SUBROtrrINE TERRAIN 
0002 C DATE OF LAST UPDATE: JUNE 11, 1986 
0003 COHHON /TERRN/NEND,NX,NY,NNHAX,NUHPKS,NUHPTS,RESOLX,RESOLY, 
0004 & RNGHAX,TERR(500,-10:10),YRANGE 
0005 COHHON /PPEAK/P(20),NP(20),GAMP(20),PCLR(20),APOGEE(20),RPEAK(20) 




0010 C PUT LEADER ON TERRAIN HODEL 
0011 DO 10 J--4,5 
0012 DO 10 I•l,24 
0013 TERR(I,J).TERR(25,0) 
0014 10 CONTINUE 
0015 C PUT TAIL ON TERRAIN HODEL 
0016 NTAIL:NNHAX+l 
0017 NEND=NTAIL+50 
0018 DO 20 J•-4,5 
0019 DO 20 IaNTAIL,NEND 
0020 TERR(I,J)-TERR(NNHAX,O) 













PIC CON REL LCL SHR EXE R 
Total Space Allocated 
ENTRY ?OINTS 
Address Type Name 
0-00000000 TERRAIN 
VARIABLES 
. ddress Type Name 
** 1*4 1 
** 1*4 NTAIL 
2-00000004 1*4 NUHY 







PIC CON REL LCL NOSHR NOEXE R 
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE R 
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE R 
Type Name Address T 
1*4 J 3-00000000 
I*4 NUHPKS 3-00000014 
1*4 NX 3-00000008 











































DATE OF LAST UPDATE: JUNE 21, 1986 
6-Mar-1987 
RCELL DETERMINES HEIGHT OF TERRAIN UNDERNEATH AIRCRAFT 













































































































GAMMA IS REFERENCED TO FLIGHT VECTOR; IF NEGATIVE, 
REFERENCED TO VECTOR HALFVAY BET\/EEN GAHHA AND HORIZONTAL 
DEL"' DELLO - GAHHA 
IF(GAHHA .LT. 0.) DEL= DELLO - O.S*GAHHA 
DELUPL • DEL+DELUP 
DELlO,. -DEL+0.1745 
XA = Rl 
ZA = Bl 
DDEL2,. DDEL*2 
DEL"' DEL+DDEL2 
DO 300 IXY=l,405 
IF(-DEL.LE.DELlO) DEL= DEL-DDEL2 
IF(-DEL.GT.DEL10) DEL= DEL-DDEL 
IF(-DEL.GT.DELUPL) GO TO 350 
TANDEL = TAN(DEL) 
NOSOLU=O 
TEST=99999. 































0064 IF(TEST.LT.O.)GO TO 11 
0065 1 CONTINUE 
0066 GO TO 100 





0072 IF(RR.GT.RNL)GO TO 100 
0073 IF(RR.LT.RNLPR)GO TO 100 
0074 TERRL=TSLOPE*RR+TB 
0075 GO TO 200 
0076 100 CONTINUE 
0077 NOSOLU=l 
0078 200 CONTINUE 
0079 IJ=IJ+l 
0080 IF(IJ.GT.405) GO TO 350 
0081 JEND 2 IJ 
0082 IF(NOSOLU .EQ. 1) THEN 
0083 FSCAN(IJ,l)sRNGMAX 
0084 FSCAN(IJ,2)-0. 
0085 C STOP SCAN AFTER LAST VALID POINT HAS BEEN COLLECTED 
0086 IF(LTERR.EQ.l) GO TO 350 








0095 C X AND Z STORED FOR EACH TERRAIN POINT 
0096 FSCAN(IJ,l) = X 
0097 FSCAN(IJ,2) = Z 
0098 LTERR=l 
0099 C CHECK RANGE GATES FOR RADAR ALTIMETER 
0100 IF(LA3.EQ. J ) THEN 
0101 IF(CA4.LE. X .AND. X.LE.CAS) LAl=l 
0102 IF(CA6.LE. X .AND. X.LE. CA7) LA2=1 
0103 IF(LAl.EQ.1 .AND. LA2.EQ.1) LA3=1 
0104 ENDIF 
0105 300 : ONTINUE 
0106 350 CONTINUE 
0107 J=O 















LISTINGS OF ROLLC AND GAMSET 
109 
5-Har-1987 
0001 SUBROlTI'INE ROLCMD 
0002 C DATE OP LAST UPDATE: DECEMBER 14, 1986 
0003 COMMON /TA/AYG,GO,HO,ICSAVE,ITEMP,IVP,PHICHD,RDEL,RX,RY,VX,VY, 
0004 & VAYPT(3,2),YERROR,YOFF 
0005 COMMON /TAl/TACHK(0:6,2) 
0006 COHHON /GAINS/AYGCK,TK,PHIK 
0007 COHHON /SCANS/CRIT(0:6,6),CSCAN(0:6,45,2),PSCAN(410,2), 
0008 & IJEND(0:6),JEND 
0009 COMMON /CONl/DGTORD,G,RDTODG,TDEL 
0010 COMMON /PRINT/IVRIT,KVRIT 
0011 C SUBROlTI'INE ROLCHD COMPUTES THE ROLL COMMAND NEEDED TO FLY 
0012 C TO THE NEXT VAYPOINT. IF AN OBSTACLE IS IN THE DIRECT PATH 
0013 C TO THE VAYPOINT AND THE SCAN BAR DATA TO THE SIDE SHOVS 
0014 C LOVER TERRAIN, A TEMPORARY VAYPOINT VILL BE ENTERED AND 
0015 C THE CORRESPONDING ROLL COMMAND COMPUTED IN ORDER TO 
0016 C PLY AROUND THE OBSTACLE. 
0017 C 
0018 C SET UP ROLL COMMAND FOR FIRST VAYPOINT 









0028 C XTA AND ZTA CONTAIN THE RANGE AND ALTITUDE DATA FOR THE 
0029 C HIGHEST POINT FOUND IN THE SCAN BAR FOR THE SELECTED G 
0030 C COMMAND. IF THIS POINT IS HIGH ENOUGH FOR TA AND THE 
0031 C TERRAIN TO THE SIDE IS LOVER, A TEMPORARY VAYPOINT IS 






0038 IF((XCHECK-XPREV).GT.100 .. AND. ZTA.GT.200.) THEN 
0039 XPREV=XCHECK 
0040 ICSl=ICSAVE+l 
0041 IF(ICSAVE.EQ.3 .OR. ICSAVE.EQ.6) ICSl=ICSAVE-1 








0050 END IF 
0051 C COMPUTE LATERAL ACCELERATION, THEN ROLL COMMAND 
0052 XPRED=RX+TK*VX 
0053 IF(XPRED.GT.XDES) THEN 

















































Total Space Allocated 
ENTRY POINTS 
Address Type Name 
0-00000000 ROLCHD 
VARIABLES 
Address Type Name 
3-00000000 R*4 AYG 
7-00000004 R*4 G 
** 1*4 ICSl 
8-00000000 1*4 IVRIT 
3-00000018 R*4 PHICHD 
7-00000008 R*4 RDTODG 
** R*4 RYDES 
3-00000028 R*4 vx 





















PIC CON REL LCL SHR EXE R 
PIC CON REL LCL SHR NOEXE R 
PIC CON REL LCL NOSHR NOEXE R 
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE R 
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE R 
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE R 
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE R 
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE R 
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE R 
Type Name Address T 
R*4 AYGC 5-00000000 
R*4 GO 3-00000008 
I*4 ICSAVE 3-00000010 
1*4 JENO 8-00000004 
R*4 PHICHF 5-00000008 
R*4 RNG 3-00000020 
R*4 SLOPE 7-0000000C 
R*4 VY ** 




0001 SUBROtrrINE GAHSET(LFLG,IBAR) 
0002 C DATE OF LAST UPDATE: JULY 26, 1986 
0003 C GAHSET SETS UP THE PROPER ARRAY TO BE USED IN COHPtrrING 
0004 C GAHHA AND G COMMANDS. LFLG INDICATES VHICH ARRAY TO USE: 
0005 C 1 a FIRST CSCAN ARRAY FOR COARSE SCAN, THEN FSCAN ARRAY 
0006 C FOR FINE SCAN 
0007 C 2 = CSCAN ARRAY TO UPDATE COHHANDS IN CRITICAL PT. ARRAY 
0008 C 3 = ONE POINT IN CRIT ARRAY FOR SCAN BAR IIBAR 
0009 C 
0010 COHHON /SCANS/CRIT(0:6,6),CSCAN(0:6,45,2),FSCAN(410,2), 
0011 & IJEND(0:6),JEND 
0012 COMMON /PRINT/IVRIT,KVRIT 
0013 C 
0014 GO TO (11,11,33),LFLG 
0015 11 CONTINUE 
0016 C COARSE SCAN 
0017 GAHTST=-99. 
0018 lJclJEND(IBAR) 
0019 DO 100 lGcl,IJ 
0020 X=CSCAN(IBAR,IG,1) 
0021 IF(X.LE.O .. OR. X.GT.35000.) GO TO 100 
0022 ZzCSCAN(IBAR,IG,2) 
0023 CALL GAHPOS(X,Z,GAHCHD) 




0028 100 CONTINUE 
0029 IF(LFLG.EQ.2) THEN 
0030 CRIT(IBAR,l)=CSCAN(IBAR,ISAVE,l) 
0031 CRIT(IBAR,2)=CSCAN(IBAR,ISAVE,2) 
0032 CALL CHDG(GAHTST,GCl) 
0033 GO TO 55 
0034 ENDIF 





0040 C PERFORM FINE SCAN 
0041 DO 110 IG=LOV,LHIGH 
0042 X=FSCAN(IG,l) 
0043 IF(X.LE.O. OR. X.GT.35000.) GO TO 110 
0044 Z=FSCAN(IG,2) 
0045 CALL GAMPOS(X,Z,GAHCMD) 




0050 110 CONTINUE 
0051 CRIT(IBAR,l)=FSCAN(INSAVE,l) 
0052 CRIT(IBAR,2)=FSCAN(INSAVE,2) 
0053 CALL CHDG(GAHTST,GCl) 
0054 GO TO 55 
0055 33 CONTINUE 
112 
0056 C UPDATE ONE POINT FROM CRITICAL PT ARRAY 
0057 X-CRIT(IBAR,1) 
0058 Z-CRIT(IBAR,2) 
0059 CALL GAHPOS(X,Z,GAHTST) 
0060 44 CONTINUE 
0061 C COMPUTE G COMMAND 
0062 CALL CHDG(GAMTST,GCl) 
0063 C IF NEW G CHO CLOSE TO ZERO AND PREVIOUS G CHO IS 
0064 C GREATER, USE PREVIOUS G CHO 
0065 GC2-CRIT(IBAR,4) 
0066 IF(ABS(GCl).LE.0.2 .ANO. GC2.GT.GC1) GClsGC2 






LISTING OF GAMPOS AND CMDG 
114 
5-Har-1987 
0001 SUBROUTINE GAHPOS(X,Z,GAMCMD) 
0002 COMMON /GAH/AP,GAHCL,GAHDL,NGFLG,VSQ 
0003 COMMON /CON/ CO,Cl,C5,CA4,CA5,CA6,CA7,GAHHA,H2,PV 
0004 COMMON /PRINT/IVRIT,KVRIT 
0005 C 
0006 COPl - CO+ 1. 
0007 NGFLG-0 
0008 XHC5 • X - CS 
0009 RN• Z + 82 
0010 SUH• 2.*CO*Cl*XHC5 - 2.*RN*VSQ/AP+CO*XHC5**2 
0011 IF(SUH.GE.O.) GO TO 10 
0012 RADICl = COPl *(-SUH+ COPl*Cl*Cl) 
0013 GAHNEV • AP/VSQ *(CO* XHC5 - COPl *Cl+ SQRT(RADICl)) 
0014 GO TO 30 
0015 10 CONTINUE 
0016 RADICl • COPl*(SUH+COPl*Cl*Cl) 
0017 GAHCP • AP/VSQ *(CO* XHC5 + COPl * Cl - SQRT(RADICl)) 
0018 TEST= GAHCL * COPl / CO - (AP* XHC5/VSQ) 
0019 IF(GAHCP.GE.TEST) GO TO 23 
0020 GAMNEV • GAHCP 
0021 GO TO 30 
0022 23 CONTINUE 
0023 TERMl • (2*AP*Cl/VSQ-GAHCL/CO)*GAHCL+2*AP/VSO*(GAHCL*XHC5-RN) 
0024 IF(TERHl.GE.O.) GAHCU • GAHCL+Cl*AP/VSQ-SQRT((AP*Cl/VS0)**2 
0025 & +TERMl) 
0026 IF(TERHl.LT.O.) GAHCU = GAHCL-Cl*AP/VSQ+SQRT((AP*Cl/VS0)**2 
0027 & -TERHl) 
0028 GAHNEV • GAHCU 
0029 NGFLG-1 
0030 30 CONTINUE 
0031 GAMCHD a AHINl(GAHNEV,GAHCL) 
0032 RETURN 
0033 C 
0034 C CHDG COMPUTES NEV G COHHAND 
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